AustriaTech-Newsletter, issue 3/19
Dear readers,
the personal access to mobility is an important driver of our quality of life. This is why we
should intensively deal with the various aspects of our own mobility. To do so, this issue of
our newsletter provides you with the most important news: New figures on e-mobility in
Austria and the new legal framework conditions for automated driving and many more. Stay
up to date with our monthly briefing.
Enjoy reading, your AustriaTech-Editorial Team

Now available: Facts & Figures on E-Mobility in Austria
Did you know that in February around 850 electric
vehicles were newly registered in Austria? And that
Vorarlberg is the leader in the share of new
registrations among Austria? The monthly Factsheet
"Electromobility in Austria, Facts & Figures" provides
these and other interesting developments of the sector
in Austria. >>> more
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Legal framework for automated mobility in Austria has been adapted
At the beginning of March the legal framework for
automated mobility in Austria was adapted. We sum
up, what you need to know right now, and why the
amendment is an important step towards the future of
mobility. >>> more
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New traffic signs for automated mobility: Take part in the survey!

The project INFRAMIX is dedicated to the development
of infrastructure solutions that prepare roads for mixed
traffic of automated and non-automated mobility. New
traffic signs and symbols also play an important role
here. Take part in a survey to state your opinion. >>>
more
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Report: "High-Level Meeting on Connected and Automated Mobility"
Last November the BMVIT and AustriaTech organised
the fourth "High-Level Ministerial Dialogue on
Connected and Automated Mobility" as part of the
Austrian Presidency of the Council of the European
Union. The focus was on the topic of safe and
sustainable mobility through automated mobility
solutions. Read more in the official results report. >>>
more
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TRA 2020: Call for Demonstrations is now open
The demonstration area of the Transport Research
Arena 2020 in Helsinki will again be a highlight of the
conference. On the over 5000m² large interactive
presentation area customers from industry and
research have the possibility to present their offers in
an appealing way. >>> more
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Tip
From Blockchain to Connected Mobility: Join AustriaTech for fruitful discussions at the
E-Day 2019.
Smart mobility and the digitalisation of transport: The ITS European Congress 2019 will take
place from 3-6 June 2019.
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